Abstract. In this paper we study the concepts of lacunary statistical limit points and lacunary statistical cluster points as well as the concept of lacunary statistical core for a bounded complex number sequence.
Introduction and Notations
The idea of statistical convergence was first introduced by Steinhaus [20] in 1949 and studied by Fast and several authors [7] , [10] , [2] .
Recall that a number sequence x = (xfc) is said to be statistically convergent to the number L if for every e > 0, lim -|{fc <n:\x k -L\> e}| = 0, n n where the vertical bars indicate the number of elements in the enclosed set.
If if is a subset of the natural numbers N, K n will denote the set {k < n : k € K}, and \K n \ will denote the cardinality of K n . The natural density of K [19] is given by 6(K) :-lim-|A" n |, if it exsits. The number sequence n n x -(%k) is statistically convergent to L provided that for every c > 0 the set K(e) := {fc € N : |x fc -L\ > e} has natural density zero [7] , [10] . Hence x = (xfc) is statistically convergent to L iff {C\XK(t))n -> 0, (as ra -» oo, for every e > 0), where C\ is the Cesaro mean of order one and XK(<.) is the chsiracteristic function of the set K(e).
Statistical convergence can be generalized by using a nonnegative regular matrix A in place of C\: we say that a subset K of N has yl-density 94 K. Demirci if 6 a (K) := lim ]T a n k exists where A is a nonnegative regular matrix [9] .
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The number sequence x = (xjt) is ^-statistically convergent to L provided that for every e > 0 the set K(e) has A-density zero [3] . This idea was first mentioned by Buck [1] in 1953 and has been further studied by Sember and Freedman [9] , Connor [3] and Miller [18] . The interplay between the Stone-Cech compactification of positive integers and A-statistical convergence is given in [16] , [4] . Some result on bounded multipliers of bounded ^-statistically convergent sequences may also be found in [5] .
In [11] Fridy introduced the concept of statistical limit point and statistical cluster point of a number sequence. These concepts are compared to the usual concept of limit point of a sequence.
In [4] Connor and Kline extended the concept of a statistical limit (cluster) point of a number sequence x to a A-statistical limit (cluster) point by using a nonnegative regular matrix A in place of C\.
Recall [4] that the number A is a ^-statistical limit point of the number sequence x provided that there is a subset K = {k(j)}j l L 1 of positive integers with 6a(K) ^ 0 and XkQ) -> A is j -> oo.
Note that the statement 6a{K) ^ 0 means that either 6a(K) > 0 or K fails to have A-density.
The number 7 is a A-statistical cluster point of the number sequence x provided that for every e > 0, <5a{/c 6 N : \xk -7I < e} 0 [4] .
It is shown in [4; Corollary 3] that the set of A-statistical limit points of x is a subset of the A-statistical cluster points of x.
By A^(x), T A (x) we denote the set of all A-statistical limit points and A-statistical cluster points of x.
Recall [4] that if x is a bounded sequence, then the set T^x) is a compact subset of R.
We now recall lacunary statistical convergence, introduced in [12] and [13] , that can be regarded as a special case of A-statistical convergence. A lacunary sequence is an increasing sequence of positive integers 6 = {k r } such that ko = 0 and h r := k r -k T -1 -> 00 as r -> 00 and we set I r := (k r -i,k r ) and q T := k T /k r -\.
Let 0 be a lacunary sequence. The number sequence x = (xjb) is said to be lacunary statistically convergent to L (See, [12] , [13] ) provided that for every e > 0 lim-^|{A;eJ r :|x fc -X|>e}| = 0. (0, otherwise.
By Sg we denote the set of all lacunary statistically convergent sequences. When A = Ci and A = Cg we shall simply write A(x), r(x), A#(x) and Te(x) instead of Ac^x), Tcg (x) and rce(x), respectively.
In Section 2 of this paper we refine Theorem 8 of [12] by taking the intersection over a smaller class of the Sg spaces. In Section 3 we establish inclusion relations between Ag(x) and A(x) and also between rg(x) and T(x) under certain restrictions on 6 = {kr}. In the final section we study the lacunary statistical core for a bounded complex sequence.
Preliminary Results
It is shown in [12] that Sg fl ¿oo = Ng fl where loo denotes the set of bounded sequences and Ng := jx : for some ^ |xfc -= o|.
Actually utilizing the proof done for Theorem 1 of [12] we immediately get the following It is known [8] that [AC] = Hi-^fl -0 e C and lim r q r = 1}. Combining this with Proposition 1 and using the idea given in Theorem 8 of [12] one can now refine Theorem 8 of [12] by taking the intersection over a smaller class of the Se spaces. More precisely we have the following
THEOREM 2. [AC]
(P|{SE :0eC and lim q r = 1}).
The example given in Theorem 8 [12] indicates that the factor I^ cannot be omitted from this result.
Note that if 0\ and 02 are lacunary sequences then, 61 U 62 and 0\ D 62 need not be lacunary. For example, take 01 = {2 r } and 62 = {2 r + 1}. Let ii be a set of lacunary sequences.
With this notation we have The proof of (ii) follows similar lines, (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).
Lacunary Statistical Limit Points
In this section we study the inclusions Ag(x) c A(x), A(x) C A#(x), Te(x) C T(x) and T(x) C Te(x) under certain restrictions on 0 = {fc r }. We also consider the inclusions Fg(x) C IV (x) and Ag(x) C Ag'(x) where 0' is a lacunary refinement of 0. Proof. We shall use the technique that used in [12] . 
We now claim that lim t r / 0. Otherwise t r -• 0 as r -• oo. Since 9 is r a lacunary sequence, the first term on the right hand side of the above inequality is a regular weighted mean transform of t [12] , and therefore it, too, tends to zero as r -» oo. So we get that 6{K) = 0 which is a contradiction whence the result. Now the following is immediate from Lemma 4. The proof may be obtained as in Lemma 4, so we omit the details. We now turn our attention to the inclusions Tfl(x) C IV (x) and Ag(x) C À0»(x), where 0' = {&(.} is a lacunary refinement of 6.
THEOREM 7. If 9' is a lacunary refinement of 8, then TG (x) C IV (x) and A e (x) C Ag>(x).
Proof. We consider the proof that used in [12] .
Let 7 6 r e (x). Then where xe is the characteristic function of the set E {k G If : \xk~7| < e}-We now claim that lim (Ce'XE)j ^ 0. Otherwise lim(CVxE)j = 0. Since (2) j j is a regular weighted mean transform of CQ'XE, we would have that the transform (2) tends to zero as r -• oo, which is a contradiction to (1), whence the result.
The proof of the other inclision uses the same idea, so we omit it.
Lacunary Statistical Core
In [14] Fridy and Orhan introduced the concepts of statistical limit superior and inferior of a real number sequence. Analogously, using a nonnegative regular matrix A in place of Ci, we can define A-statistical limit superior (stA -limsup) and inferior (stA -liminf) and give some A-statistical limit superior and inferior for a sequence of real numbers [6] .
Let A be a nonnegative regular matrix and x = (xfc) be a real number sequence. We have PI. If P = stA -limsupx is finite, then for every positive number e Conversely, if (3) holds for every positive e then ¡5 = stA ~ limsupx [6] .. The dual statement for stA -liminf x is as follows. P2. If a = stA -liminf x is finite, then for every positive number e (4) 6a{Ic : Xk < a + e} ^ 0 and ¿¿{fc : x k < a -e} = 0. Conversely, if (4) holds for every positive e then a = stA -liminf x [6] .
From the definition of A-statistical cluster point in [4] we see that PI and P2 can be interpreted as saying that stA -limsupx and stA -liminf x are the greatest and least A-statistical cluster point of x.
The number sequence x = (x k ) is said to be A-statistically bounded if there is a number B such that ¿¡¿{fc :| x k |> B} = 0 [6] .
Note that A-statistical boundedness implies that sta -lim sup and stAliminf, so Properties PI and P2 hold [6] .
When A = Ci and A = Co we shall simply write st -limsup and st$ -limsup instead of sici -limsup and stc e -limsup, respectively. Also in [14] Fridy and Orhan introduced the concept of the statistical core of a real number sequence, and proved the statistical core theorem. They have also extended these results to the complex case [15] . Using the matrix A in place of Ci, we can define A-statistical core for a complex number sequence [6] .
For any complex number sequence x = (x k ) the A-statistical core of x is given by stA -core{x} := P| H, H€W(x) where is H(x) the collection of all closed half-planes H that satisfy ¿¿{A; € N : x k e H] = 1 [6] .
In [6, Theorem 6] it is shown that for every A-statistically bounded complex number sequence x = (xfc) We immediately get the next corollary from (i) of Lemma 6 while the latter from (ii) of Lemma 6 for every bounded complex sequence x. 
